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Abstract t 

Familiall  hypercholesterolaemia (FH) is the most common potentially lethal genetic 

disorder,, with the heterozygous form affecting 1:500 individuals in Europe. The genetic 

defectt causes a lack of functional cell surface receptors for low-density lipoprotein (LDL), 

thee major cholesterol transport protein in human plasma. As a result, FH patients have 

markedlyy elevated plasma cholesterol levels that predispose to premature and extensive 

atherosclerosis,, leading to coronary heart disease (CHD). The FH diagnosis is an extremely 

importantt one to make given the high risk of premature CHD. A DNA test is the most 

definitivee diagnostic tool, but the huge number of different genetic mutations resulting 

inn the FH phenotype makes this impractical to use as a screening tool in the general 

population.. Diagnosis therefore still relies largely on clinical assessment. Despite progress 

inn understanding the pathophysiology of FH, many affected individuals are not diagnosed. 

Whilee mass screening efforts are impractical, several initiatives have established the 

valuee of targeting relatives of affected patients for identifying previously undetected 

cases.. Treatment relies on reducing plasma cholesterol levels to reduce the risk of 

developingg CHD, with statins the first choice therapy. Nonetheless, cholesterol levels 

remainn inadequately managed in many patients, even when receiving the most efficacious 

off  current treatments. The introduction of new and more efficacious statins may help to 

improvee the management of FH. Furthermore, the introduction of better screening and 

diagnosticc methods should reduce the considerable toll on FH patients and their families. 
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Introduction n 

Familiall  hypercholesterolaemia (FH) is a genetic disorder that results from defects in a cell 

surfacee receptor for low-density lipoprotein (LDL), the major cholesterol transport protein 

inn human plasma. In Europe, around 1 in 500 individuals are affected by the heterozygous 

formm of the disease,1 making it the most common potentially lethal genetic disorder.2 These 

individualss produce approximately half the normal number of LDL receptors and LDL-

cholesteroll  (LDL-C) is removed from the circulation at half the normal rate, resulting in 

LDL-CC levels that are increased two- to three-fold (9-14 mmol/1). The homozygous 

conditionn is much less common, occurring with a frequency of approximately one in a 

million;; LDL-C levels in homozygotes can be increased six- to ten-fold above normal.1 

Clinicall  features of heterozygous FH 

Thee clinical hallmark of FH is the presence of xanthomata, deposits of cholesterol 

commonlyy seen in the Achilles tendon and in the extensor tendons over the back of the 

hands.33 These appear by the end of the second decade, and by the third decade will be 

presentt in about half of all heterozygotes.' However, the most important clinical feature 

off  FH is the development of premature and extensive atherosclerosis leading to coronary 

heartt disease (CHD) (Figure 1). Without treatment, the mean age of onset of CHD in 

menn with heterozygous FH is around 40 years, whereas it occurs 10-15 years later in 

Figuree 1. Premature atherosclerosis in FH. Cumulative probability of myocardial infarction or 
CHDD in male family members with FH or normal lipid concentrations (adapted from Stone et al. 
1974)4. . 
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women.55 A British study of individuals with heterozygous FH found that the mean age of 

onsett of CHD was 43 and 53 years in men and women, respectively. Among heterozygous 

men,, the risk of a first CHD event was 5% by the age of 30 years, 51% by age 50 and 

85%% by age 60.6 The corresponding figures for women were less compelling, but there is 

littl ee doubt that individuals with FH are at very high risk of CHD events. A study in 

Denmarkk found the prevalence of CHD among heterozygotes with FH to be 25 times 

greaterr than among unaffected relatives,7 while in Norway the mean age of death for 

malee and female heterozygotes was 55 and 64 years respectively.8 

Diagnosiss and detection of FH 

Diagnosis s 
Thee early diagnosis of FH is extremely important, given the high risk of premature CHD 

evenn in the absence of other risk factors. A DNA-based test for FH is the most definitive 

tooll  for diagnosis and family tracing. In addition to its prognostic value, DNA-based 

testss may yield other beneficial information, such as the relationship between genetic 

mutationss and responses to lipid-lowering therapy.9 However, there are ethical 

considerationss surrounding the information derived from genetic testing. For instance, 

informationn from screening could be obtained by insurance companies or employers and 

usedd to deny coverage or employment, respectively. Indeed, the possibility that this may 

occurr could deter some individuals from taking a genetic test, making complete 

confidentialityy of screening results essential. 

Inn addition to the ethical problems of genetic screening for FH, there are other issues 

surroundingg the development of a sensitive, specific and cost effective screening tool. 

Forr example, a huge number of different mutations are known to result in the FH 

phenotype,, and the specific mutations vary considerably in different populations.10 This 

meanss that although genetic testing is a feasible means of establishing the FH diagnosis 

inn families with a known mutation, it is not easily applicable as a screening tool for the 

generall  population. 

Physicianss therefore still rely largely on clinical criteria to identify individuals with FH, 

suchh as tendon xanthomata, corneal arcus, family or personal history of early onset CHD 

andd biochemical parameters such as plasma LDL-C levels.5 The diagnosis is straight-

forwardd when several of these criteria co-exist, but not all affected individuals have 

xanthomata,, and family history may be non-contributory.3 In the absence of absolutely 
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decisivee predictive traits, other  decision criteri a must be employed. For  example, there 

aree four  criteri a used by the Simon Broome Register  in the UK,' '  which identify definite 

andd possible FH based on thee combination of criteri a present (Table 1). 

Tablee 1. Diagnosis of FH using the Simon Broome Register criteria." 

Definitee FH Possible FH 

Childd under 16: total cholesterol >6.7 mmol/1 or LDL-C >4.0 mmol/1 
Adult:: total cholesterol >7.5 mmol/1 or LDL-C >4.9 mmol/1 

Pluss Plus 

Tendonn xanthomala in patient or relative Family history of myocardial infarction below age 
(parent,, child, sibling, grandparent, aunt, uncle) 50 in 2nd degree relative, or below 60 in 1M degree 

relative e 

Or r 

Familyy history of raised cholesterol in 1st degree 
relativee or a history of cholesterol >7.5 mmol/1 
inn 2nd degree relative 

Definitee FH is diagnosed by the presence of elevated total cholesterol (>6.7 mmoiyi if 

underr  16 years of age or  >7.5 mmol/1 if over  16 years old) or  LDL- C (>4.0 mmol/1 if 

underr  16 years of age or  >4.9 mmol/1 if over  16 years old) and xanthomata in the patient 

orr  a first or  second degree relative. A possible FH diagnosis requires the presence of 

elevatedd cholesterol in the patient and a family history of premature myocardial infarction 

orr  raised cholesterol. 

Ann alternative approach to diagnosing FH involves assessing the presence of diagnostic 

criteri aa from a patient's family and clinical history, physical examination, and laboratory 

andd DNA analyses.12 Each criterion is assigned a score, and the calculated total score is 

thenn used to diagnose definite, probable or  possible FH (Table 2). For  example, 

identificationn of a functional mutation in the LDL receptor  gene carries a score of eight, 

andd definite FH is diagnosed when a patient's total score exceeds eight. Several other 

setss of diagnostic criteri a have been published, which utilise age- and sex-specific LDL -

CC levels as the basis for  identification.13-14 
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Tablee 2. An alternative approach to the diagnosis of FH.12 

Diagnosticc criteria Score e 

FamilyFamily history 
1stt degree relative with premature vascular disease (men <55 years, women <60 years 1 
1stt degree relative with known LDL-C >95* percentile 1 

and/or r 
1stt degree relative with tendon xanthomata and/or arcus cornealis 2 
Childrenn < 18 years with LDL-C >95* percentile 2 

ClinicalClinical history 
Patientt has premature CHD (men <55 years, women <60 years) 2 
Patientt has premature cerebral or peripheral vascular disease 1 
(menn <55 years, women <60 years) 

PhysicalPhysical examination 
Tendonn xanthomata 6 
Arcuss cornealis if <45 years 4 

LaboratoryLaboratory analysis 
LDL-CC >8.5 mmol/1 (>330 mg/dl) 8 
LDL-CC 6.5-8.4 mmol/1 (250-329 mg/dl) 5 
LDL-CC 5.0-6.4 mmol/1 (190-249 mg/dl) 3 
LDL-CC 4.(M.9 mmol/1 (155-189 mg/dl) 1 
(HDL-CC and triglycerides are normal) 

DNADNA analysis 
Functionall  mutation of LDL receptor gene present 8 

Diagnosiss Total score 

Definite e 
Probable e 
Possible e 

>88 points 
6-88 points 
3-55 points 

FHH is under-recognised 
Thee study of FH has provided one of the foundations for the establishment of international 

guideliness that specify lowering of LDL-C as a primary target for prevention of CHD. 

Despitee this, FH is often neglected or undertreated, largely because the condition is 

under-diagnosed.. The extent of this under-diagnosis is highlighted by the findings of 

severall  recently published studies. A prospective registry survey in the United Kingdom 

foundd that less than one quarter of patients with FH were recognised in clinical practice, 

withh identification worst among people under the age of 20.15 Most FH patients were not 

diagnosedd until middle age, when atherosclerotic disease was likely to be already 

extensive.. Two studies in The Netherlands reinforce these findings. An epidemiological 
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survey,, performed to establish the prevalence of genetic dyslipidaemias and cardiovascular 

riskrisk in a Dutch community, found that only 10% of patients with FH had been diagnosed,16 

whilee a screening programme to identify new FH cases reported that only half of adult 

patientss had some previous knowledge of the condition.17 This failure to recognise FH 

alsoo applies to other countries.18 

Strategiess for  improved detection of FH 
Althoughh mass screening efforts remain impractical, several initiatives have established 

thee usefulness of targeting relatives of FH patients for identifying previously undetected 

cases.. Perhaps the largest of these is the international MEDPED (Make Early Diagnosis 

-- Prevent Early Deaths in Medical Pedigrees) project, which currently involves over 40 

collaboratorss and more than 30 countries.19 Following initial index case identification, 

relativess are traced and information on lipid levels and CHD status collected. Medical 

stafff  reviews the collected data on relatives and provide a diagnosis. Once a positive 

diagnosiss has been made, patients are entered into a confidential registry and their 

treatmentt status is evaluated; where necessary, individuals can be referred to a lipid 

specialistt for further help. The project has grown from approximately 800 identified 

heterozygouss FH cases in 1994, to over 30,000 in 1998. It also provides a cost-effective 

alternativee to general screening, with the estimated cost of each case found via MEDPED 

(US$$ 260-400) comparing favourably with the cost of US$ 5000 for each case identified 

byy general screening.18 

Thee feasibility of using a nurse-led genetic register to detect new FH patients has been 

assessedd at a more local level.2 First degree relatives of affected patients were contacted 

andd offered a cholesterol test. This approach identified 121 new cases from a register 

basedd on 262 probands; more than 60,000 cholesterol tests would have been required to 

identifyy 121 new cases by universal population screening. A similar initiative in The 

Netherlandss has established the feasibility of active family screening supported by DNA 

diagnostics.177 Index cases were diagnosed at the lipid clinic, and the diagnosis confirmed 

byy DNA analysis to establish the presence of an LDL-receptor mutation. In this 

investigation,, screening was not restricted to first degree relatives but included everyone 

inn the extended family. Over a five-year period, more than 2000 individuals were identified 

ass FH heterozygotes by LDL receptor mutation analysis. Most of the patients identified 

soughtt treatment and were successfully started on cholesterol-lowering therapy. A benefit 

off  genetic screening is the unequivocal identification of FH patients at a young age. This 

earlyy identification allows appropriate treatment to be initiated sooner than would 
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otherwisee be possible and consequently improves the prognosis. Several other strategies 

forr improved detection of FH have been proposed, including testing for elevated 

cholesteroll  in primary care patients with early onset CHD and in children of those who 

diee from CHD at an early age,15 but these have yet to be evaluated in practice. 

Treatmentt  of FH 

Thee challenge of treating patients with FH is to prevent them developing premature 

coronaryy atherosclerosis. This will inevitably require life-long intervention to reduce 

cholesteroll  levels, and the education and co-operation of the patient is essential if 

compliancee with the treatment regimen is to be maintained. While dietary change is the 

cornerstonee of therapy for FH, affected individuals will invariably qualify for drug 

treatmentt under the European recommendations for the prevention of CHD on account 

off  their elevated cholesterol levels and high CHD risk.20 21 

Currentt  practice 
Thee European recommendations outline optimum therapeutic goals for prevention of 

CHD:: to reduce total cholesterol below 5 mmol/1 (190 mg/dl) and LDL-C below 3 mmol/ 

1(1155 mg/dl). Achieving these goals in most adult patients with FH will require reductions 

inn LDL-C of at least 50%. Lifestyle modifications, such as smoking cessation, increased 

physicall  activity and dietary change, provide the basis for the management of hyper-

cholesterolaemia.. Indeed, a low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet can reduce plasma cholesterol 

byy up to 2\%P However, this reduction in cholesterol will almost certainly prove 

inadequatee for most individuals with FH and additional intervention is often required. 

Severall  pharmacological agents are available for the treatment of hypercholesterolaemia, 

includingg bile acid sequestrants (resins), nicotinic acid derivatives, fibrates, and HMG 

CoAA reductase inhibitors (statins). Of these, statins are considered the first-line therapy 

forr reducing LDL-C levels because they are efficacious and well tolerated,23 and their 

usee has been proven to reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.24-25 

FHH and the development of statins 
Thee development of statins has progressed since the isolation of lovastatin in 1979, with 

thee introduction of semi-synthetic (pravastatin and simvastatin) and synthetic agents 

(fluvastatinn and atorvastatin) that vary in their efficacy for lowering LDL-C levels in FH 

patientss (Table 3). 
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Earlyy studies with lovastatin showed that this agent was well tolerated and effective in 

thee treatment of FH, with mean dose-dependent reductions in LDL- C of up to 39%.30 

Tablee 3. Comparison of LDL- C reductions observed with statins in patients with FH. 

Statin n 

Atorvastatin n 

Fluvastatin n 

Lovastatin n 

Pravastatin n 

Simvastatin n 

Pitavastatin0 0 

Rosuvastatin0 0 

Durationn of 
treatment t 

66 weeks 
122 weeks 
22 years 
122 weeks 
22 years 
66 weeks 
488 weeks 
122 weeks 
122 weeks 
66 months 
122 weeks 
22 years 
166 weeks 
188 weeks 

No.ofFH H 
patientss in 
thee study 

22 2 
26 6 

325 5 
52 2 
24 4 

101 1 
132» » 
120 0 
72b b 

10 0 
26 6 

325 5 
30 0 

622 2 

%% reduction 
inn LDL-C 

57 7 
45.0 0 
50.5 5 
27.4 4 
33.1 1 
39.0 0 
25.0 0 
28.0 0 
32.9 9 
25.4 4 
43.0 0 
41.2 2 
48 8 
58.0 0 

Reference e 

Maraiss et al. 199726 

Wierzbickii  et al. 199927 

Smildeetal.200128 8 

Leitersdorfetal.. 19939 

Koizumii  et al. 199529 

Haveletal.. 198730 

Steinetal.. 199931 

Wiklundetal.. 199032 

Knipscheerr et al. 199633 

Gaddietal.. 199134 

Wierzibickii  et al. 199927 

Smildee et al. 200128 

Kajinamii  et al. 200035 

Steinetal.. 200136 

"" FH patients were adolescent males (10-17 years old) 
hh FH patients were children (8-16 years old) 
cc not yet approved for clinical use 

Subsequently,, pravastatin was also shown to be effective in FH patients, with dose-

dependentt  LDL-C reductions of up to 28%.32 Fluvastatin exhibited a similar  efficacy to 

pravastatin,, reducing LDL-C levels in heterozygous FH patients by 27.4% and 33.1% 

afterr  12 weeks37 and two years29 of treatment, respectively. Even greater  reductions in 

LDL- CC (41^3%) have been shown with simvastatin in FH patients.2728 However, 

atorvastatinn is the most efficacious of the currently available statins and a recent study 

hass shown this agent lowers total cholesterol (41.8% versus 33.6%) and LDL- C levels 

(50.5%%  versus 41.2%) more effectively than simvastatin over  a two-year  treatment period 

inn FH individuals.28 Furthermore, in 66% of atorvastatin-treated FH patients this decrease 

inn LDL-C levels was coupled with a reduction in intima media thickness (IMT) , indicating 

aa regression of atherosclerosis.28 

Despitee their  proven efficacy, the currently available statins may be inadequate for  many 

heterozygouss FH individuals, as significant numbers still do not achieve total cholesterol 

andd LDL-C target levels. For  example, although atorvastatin treatment reduced mean 

LDL- CC levels by 50.5% in FH patients, only 27% achieved the European target LDL- C 
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levell  of <3 mmol/1.28 Combination drug therapy may be one method to achieve optimal 

reductionss in LDL-C, although such treatment can complicate clinical management by 

increasingg the risk of adverse effects and decreasing patient compliance. New agents 

withh increased efficacy for reducing LDL-C would be a welcome addition to current 

treatments,, and could potentially enable more patients to reach optimal LDL-C levels 

sett out in treatment guidelines. More efficacious agents would also mean more patients 

attainingg LDL-C goals with monotherapy, simplifying clinical management and potentially 

improvingg patient compliance. New treatments with additional positive effects on other 

lipidd parameters, especially high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), may provide 

additionall  cardioprotection to the high-risk FH population. Indeed, a recent study in 

heterozygouss FH patients with similar clinical and genetic factors that might influence 

CHDD risk has demonstrated that HDL-C level is an important coronary risk factor.38 

Thee development of new statins such as pitavastatin (NK-104) and rosuvastatin holds 

promisee in terms of improved cholesterol management in FH patients. Pitavastatin is in 

earlyy clinical development, and most clinical experience reported to date has been in 

Japanesee patients. In a small study evaluating pitavastatin (4 mg/day) in 30 patients with 

heterozygouss FH, total cholesterol and LDL-C concentrations were reduced by a 

maximumm of 37% and 48% respectively, and the efficacy of pitavastatin was considered 

too be similar to atorvastatin.35-39 

Dose-rangingg studies indicate that rosuvastatin lowers LDL-C to a greater extent than 

currentlyy available statins,40 and hence may provide clinicians with an effective treatment 

forr the management of FH patients. The hypocholesterolaemic effects of rosuvastatin 

havee been directly compared with those of atorvastatin in an international study of more 

thann 600 heterozygous FH patients.36 Rosuvastatin lowered LDL-C significantly more 

thann atorvastatin (58% versus 50%, PO.001), and 47% of patients receiving rosuvastatin 

weree able to reach the European LDL-C treatment goal compared with 24% of 

atorvastatin-treatedd patients. In addition, HDL-C levels were increased significantly by 

rosuvastatinn compared with atorvastatin (12% versus 3%; PO.001). 
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Conclusions s 

Itt  is acknowledged that patients with FH constitute a population at high risk of developing 

prematuree CHD. The prognosis for  patients with FH has improved in the last decade,41 but 

theree is clear  evidence that the condition remains underdiagnosed; as a result, patients are 

tooo often being denied early treatment to reduce the risk of coronary events. The success of 

targetedd screening programmes in identifying new cases of FH has been established, and it 

iss now the responsibility of governments and health ministries to implement such 

programmess on a wider  scale. Among those who are identified and treated, cholesterol 

levelss are often inadequately managed such that patients are not attaining targets advocated 

inn guidelines for  prevention of CHD. The advent of therapies with increased efficacy for 

reducingg LDL- C has the potential to improve cholesterol management in these difficul t to 

treatt  patients and reduce the considerable burden of FH. 
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